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#NotABot is actually a pretty old hashtag. It‘s been used
widely for years by purveyors of disinformation in the US
to try to discredit reports of inauthentic activity by
misrepresenting what was reported, and then “debunking”
the thing that was never actually reported. 1/
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Canadian media whines about #TrudeauMustGo hashtag—the …
For nearly a full day, #TrudeauMustGo trended across Twitter, as a
number of disgruntled Canadians voiced their opinions on Canada’s
thepostmillennial.com

Let's take a look at how it works, b/c it's a very common tactic used to try to

undermine reports of inauthentic activity -- as evidenced currently by the trending

hashtag #NotABot, which is being used to deny (our) reporting on inauthentic

activity surrounding #TrudeauMustGo. 2/
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So first let's look at what we actually reported. Notably, the word "bot" is only used

once -- in the title. It doesn't appear at all in the article. Rather, we reported on signs

of potential inauthentic activity surrounding #TrudeauMustGo . 3/ 

 

Twitter bots boosted the trending #TrudeauMustGo hashtag
Much of the activity surrounding the hashtag was actually driven by accounts
tweeting at non-human rates, including about two dozen accounts created in the

past 48 hours.

https://www.nationalobserver.com/2019/07/18/news/twitter-bots-boosted-trending-trud…

So what is inauthentic activity? It can include a lot of different things. "Bots"

(automated accounts) are only one type of inauthentic activity. 

 

It's incorrect and misleading to suggest that the term "inauthentic activity" is the

same as "bots". 4/ 
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The Twitter Rules
In order to protect the experience and safety of people who use Twitter, there are
some limitations on the type of content and behavior that we allow. This article
outlines our Twitter Rules.

https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/twitter-rules

We reported that there were signs of inauthentic activity surrounding

#TrudeauMustGo -- because there were (are). We did not report on bots, and we

definitely didn't report that all accounts tweeting the hashtag were bots. In fact, we

explicitly reported this was NOT the case. 5/

After we published our report (& CTV picked it up), a flood of Twitter users came out

to announce that they are #NotABot and to denounce the "fake news" for calling

them bots.  

 

But ... we didn't call them bots. They're "debunking" something that was never

reported. 6/
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This is not a new tactic. In fact, the "#NotABot defense" is such a common response

that I actually started preemptively addressing this strawman in my articles well over

a year ago. Here's an example. 7/

(*That example is from my article on the astroturfed WalkAway campaign:

)

Pro-Trump & Russian-Linked Twitter Accounts Are Posing As Ex-Dem…
As pundits, politicians, and other Very Serious People spent last weekend
admonishing “the left” for not being civil enough in their approach to pushing back
against the Trump administration’s cruel…

https://arcdigital.media/pro-trump-russian-linked-twitter-accounts-are-posing-as-ex-de…

So, #NotABot summarized: 
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• • •

-We (or anyone) report on inauthentic activity. 

-Someone misrepresents what was reported and then proceeds to "debunk"

something that was never reported in the first place. 

-Congrats, you just ran interference for a disinformation campaign. Well done. 8/

And to those tweeting in Russian using the hashtag #TrudeauMustGo: That’s a very

cute (albeit unoriginal) attempt at trolling. 

 

Providing cover for actual foreign interference in your own country to own the libs,

amirite? 🙄
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